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Abstract
The electrOstatic potential の around a charged metal―disc is Mァe■known as Weber poten‐
tial  The charge density of the disc is also 、vell knOwn  For thi  density lve calculate the
Ne、vtonian(COu10mb type)potential y  lt is prOved that the potential y is a hyperfunction on
the disc. On the other handのtakes a co stant value on the disc  This suggests the difference
between y andの
§1. IntrOduction
It is、ven kn。、1‐  that there are t、vo m thods for calculating the electrostatic potential of
three dirnensional problem: The method of boundary value problem of Laplace equation and
that of the Newtonian(COu10mb type)potentia1 7. HoweVer it is generany not aware of the
fact that the t、vo me hods are mutually not obviously equivalent in some case.  In this paper
this fact is clarined.
In the next section(§2)、ve reVieⅥr the electrostatic potentia1 0 around a charged metal―
disc obtained byヽrヽ ber as an example of the boundary value problenl of Laplace equation.  In
s3覇re calculate the NeMrtonian potential γ forVヽeber's charge density on the disc.  In s4、ve
sho覇〆that 7(ρ,0)iS a hyperfunction2,7)。n the disc.
§2, Weber potential(A boundary value probleHi of Laplacc equation)
Let us consider the electrostatic potentia1 0(p,z)arOund a charged metal―disc、vith radius
α,of ininitesiFnaHy thin,  Here p,(φ),定iS a cyhndrical coordinates Ⅵ〆ith the xi of sy■llnetry
as its polar axis  This is a typical example of the boundary value probleni of Laplace equation
of three dimension.The potentia1 0(p,z)iS Well known3):
釘らか=サarcsh[ 2α (1)+定 (ρ+α)2+z2
where c is the total charge on the disc.
the charge density on the disc3):
From EQ。(1)We Obtain the well known formula for
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ρ~α +
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